Abstract
Why Pricing Is Often Ineffective
The difference between price setting and strategic pricing is the difference between reacting to market conditions and proactively managing them 1 . It is the reason why companies with similar market shares and technologies of ten earn such different rewards for their efforts. Strategic pricing is the coordination of interrelated marketing, competitive, and financial decisions to set prices profitably. For most companies, strategic pricing requires more than a change in attitude; it requires a change in when, how, and who makes pricing decisions. For example, strategic pricing requires anticipating price levels before beginning product development. The only way to ensure profitable pricing is to reject early those ideas for which adequate value cannot be captured to justify the cost. Strategic pricing also requires that management take responsibility for establishing a coherent set of pricing policies and procedures, consistent with its strategic goals for the company. Abdicating responsibility for pricing to the sales force or to the distribution channel is abdicating responsibility for the strategic direction of the business.
Perhaps most important, strategic pricing requires a new relationship between marketing and finance. Strategic pricing is actually the interface between marketing and finance. It involves finding a balance between the customer's desire to obtain good value and the firm's need to cover costs and earn profits.
Unfortunately, pricing at most companies is characterized more by conflict than by balance between these objectives. If pricing is to reflect value to the customer, specific prices must be set by those best able to anticipate that value-presumably marketing and sales managers. But their efforts will not generate sustainable profits unless constrained by appropriate financial objectives. Katfrer often attempting to "cover costs, ''finance must learn how costs change with changes in sales and must use that knowledge to develop appropriate incentives and constraints for marketing and sales to achieve their objectives profitably.
With their respective roles appropriately defined, marketing and finance can work together toward a common goal-to achieve profitability through strategic pricing. Before marketing and finance can attain this goal, however, they must discard the flawed thinking about pricing that leads them into conflict and that drives them to make unprofitable decisions. It is necessary to analyze these flawed paradigms and eliminate them once and for all.
The Cost-Plus Delusion
Cost-plus pricing is, historically, the most common pricing procedure because it carries an aura of financial prudence. Financial prudence, according to this view, is achieved by pricing every product or service to yield a fair return over all costs, fully and fairly allocated. In theory, it is a simple guide to profitability; in practice, it is a blueprint for mediocre financial performance.
The problem with cost-driven pricing is fundamental: In most industries it is impossible to determine a product's unit cost before determining its price. Why? Because unit costs change with volume. This cost change occurs because a significant portion of costs are "fixed" and must somehow be "allocated" to determine the full unit cost. Unfortunately, since these allocations depend on volume, which changes with changes in price, unit cost is a moving target.
To "solve" the problem of determining unit cost, cost-based pricers are forced to make the absurd assumption that they can set price without affecting volume. The failure to account for the effects of price on volume, and of volume on costs, leads managers directly into pricing decisions that undermine profits. One particularly tragic example, for the company and its customers, was Wang Laboratory's experience in pricing the world's first word processor. Introduced in 1976, the product was an instant success, enabling Wang to grow rapidly and dominate the market. By the mid 1980s, however, personal computers with word-processing software were becoming credible competitors. As competition increased and growth slowed, the company's cost-driven pricing philosophy began killing its market advantage. Unit costs were repeatedly recalculated and prices raised to reflect the rising overhead allocation. As a result, sales declined even further. Before long, even Wang's most loyal customers began making the switch to cheaper alternatives.
A price increase to "cover" higher fixed costs reduces sales further and causes unit cost to rise even higher. The result is often that price increases actually reduce profits. On the other hand, if a price cut causes sales to increase, fixed costs are spread over more units, making unit costs decline. The result is often increased profit. Instead of pricing reactively to cover costs and profit objectives, managers need to price proactively. They need to acknowledge that pricing affects sales volume, and that volume affects costs.
The dangers of cost-based pricing are not limited to products facing increasing competition and declining volume. In fact, cost-based pricing is even more insidious when applied to strong products since there are no signals (such as declining market share) to warn of the potential damage. For example, an international telecommunications company with many leading technologies uses cost-based pricing only as a "starting point" for pricing. Product and sales managers review the cost-based "target prices" for consistency with market conditions and then argue for adjustments to reflect market conditions. Everyone in the organization finds this system fair and reasonable.
But does the system foster profitability? During the three years this system has been in place, marketing has frequently requested and received permission to charge prices less than the costbased "target" in order to reflect market conditions. Now, how many times during those three years do you think marketing argued that a target price should be raised to reflect market conditions? Never, despite the fact that the company often has large backlogs of orders on some of its most popular products. At this company, as at many others, cost-based target prices have become cost-based "caps" on profitability for the most valuable products.
Cost-plus pricing leads to overpricing in weak markets and underpricing in strong ones-exactly the opposite direction of a prudent strategy. The financial questions that should drive proactive pricing are "How much more sales volume must we achieve to earn additional profit from a lower price?" and "How much sales volume can we lose and still earn additional profit from a higher price?" The answers to these questions depend on how the cost of the product changes with volume. They do not depend on whether the current price of a product, at current volume, covers the cost and profit objectives.
How, then, should managers deal with the problem of pricing to cover costs and achieve profit objectives? They shouldn't. The question itself reflects an erroneous perception of the role of pricing, a perception based on the belief that one can first determine sales levels, then calculate unit cost and profit objectives, and then set a price. Once managers realize that sales volume (the beginning assumption) depends on the price (the end of the process), the flawed circularity of costbased pricing is obvious. The only way to ensure profitable pricing is to let anticipated pricing determine the costs incurred rather than the other way around. Value-based pricing must begin before investments are made. Figure 1 illustrates the flawed progression of cost-based pricing and the necessary progression for value-based pricing. Cost-based pricing is product driven. Engineering and manufacturing departments design and make what they consider a "good" product. In the process, they make investments and incur costs to add features and related services. Finance then totals these costs to determine "target" prices for the various versions of the product that they might offer. Only at this stage does marketing enter the process, charged with the task of demonstrating enough value in these products to justify the prices to customers.
Cost-Based Pricing
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Fig. 1. Cost-based versus value-based pricing
If cost-based prices prove unjustifiable, managers may try to fix the process by allowing "flexibility" in the markups. Although this tactic may minimize the damage, it is not fundamentally a solution since the financial return on the product remains inadequate. Finance blames marketing for cutting the price, and marketing blames finance for excessive costs. The problem keeps reoccurring as the features and costs of new products continue to mismatch the needs and values of customers. Moreover, when customers are rewarded with discounts for their price resistance, this resistance becomes more frequent even when the product has value to them. Solving the problems of cost-based pricing requires more than a quick fix. It requires completely reversing the process-starting with customers. The target price is based on estimates of value and the portion that the firm can expect to capture given the competitive alternatives. The job of financial management does not consist in ensuring to insist that prices recover costs. It consist in ensuring that costs are incurred only to make products that can be priced profitably, given their value to customers.
Designing products that can be sold profitably at a target price has gone in the past two decades from being unusual to being the goal at most successful companies. From Marriott to Boeing, from medical technology to automobiles, profit-leading companies now think about what market segment they want a new product to serve, determine the benefits those potential customers seek, and establish a price those customers can be convinced to pay. Then companies challenge their engineers to develop products and services that can be produced at a cost low enough to make serving that market segment profitable. It wasn't always so. The first companies to adopt such a strategy in their industries gained huge strategic advantage. The laggards now have to learn value-based pricing for new products just to survive.
Customer-Driven Pricing
Most companies now recognize the fallacy of cost-based pricing and its adverse effect on profit. They realize the need for pricing to reflect market conditions. As a result, many have taken pricing authority away from financial managers and given it to sales or product managers. In theory, this trend is clearly consistent with value-based pricing, since marketing and sales are that part of the organization best positioned to understand value to the customer. In practice, however, the misuse of pricing to achieve short-term sales objectives often undermines perceived value and depresses profits even further.
The purpose of value-based pricing is not simply to create satisfied customers. Customer satisfaction can usually be bought by discounting sufficiently, but marketers delude themselves if they believe that the resulting sales represent marketing successes. The purpose of valuebased pricing is to price more profitably by capturing more value, not necessarily by making more sales. When marketers confuse the first objective with the second, they fall into the trap of pricing at whatever buyers are willing to pay, rather than at what the product is really worth.
Although that decision enables marketers to meet their sales objectives, it invariably undermines long-term profitability.
Two problems arise when prices reflect the amount buyers seem willing to pay. First, sophisticated buyers are rarely honest about how much they are actually willing to pay for a product. Professional purchasing agents are adept at concealing the true value of a product to their organizations. Once buyers learn that sellers' prices are flexible, the former have a financial incentive to conceal information from, and even actively mislead, the latter. Obviously, this tactic undermines the salesperson's ability to establish close relationships with customers and to understand their needs.
Second, there is an even more fundamental problem with pricing to reflect customers' willingness to pay. The job of sales and marketing is not simply to process orders at whatever price customers are currently willing to pay but rather to raise customers' willingness to pay a price that better reflects the product's true value. Many companies underprice truly innovative products because they ask potential customers, who are ignorant of the product's value, what they would be willing to pay. But we know from studies of innovations that the "regular" price has little impact on customers' willingness to try them. For example, most customers initially perceived that photocopiers, mainframe computers, and food processors lacked adequate value to justify their prices. Only after extensive marketing to communicate and guarantee value did these products achieve market acceptance. Customers aren't initially expected to pay for a product they have never used. On the other hand, it is necessary to understand the value of the product to satisfy customers. Low pricing is never a substitute for an adequate marketing and sales effort.
Competition-Driven Pricing
Lastly, consider the policy of letting pricing be dictated by competitive conditions. In this view, pricing is a tool to achieve sales objectives. In the minds of some managers, this method is "pricing strategically." Actually, it is more analogous to "letting the tail wag the dog." Why should an organization want to achieve market-share goals? Because more market share usually produces greater profit. Priorities are confused, however, when managers reduce the profitability of each sale simply to achieve the market-share goal. Prices should be lowered only when they are no longer justified by the value offered in comparison to the value offered by the competition.
Although price-cutting is probably the quickest, most effective way to achieve sales objectives, it is usually a poor decision financially. Since a price cut can be so easily matched, it offers only a short-term competitive advantage at the expense of permanently lower margins.
Consequently, unless a company has good reason to believe that its competitors cannot match a price cut, the long-term cost of using price as a competitive weapon usually exceeds any shortterm benefit. Although product differentiation, advertising, and improved distribution do not increase sales as quickly as price cuts, their benefit is more sustainable and thus is usually more cost-effective.
The goal of pricing should be to find the combination of margin and market share that maximizes profitability over the long term. Often, the most profitable price is one that substantially restricts market share relative to the competition. Godiva chocolates, BMW cars, Peterbilt trucks, and Snapon tools would no doubt all gain substantial market share if priced closer to the competition. It is doubtful, however, that the added share would be worth forgoing their profitable and successful positioning as high-priced brands.
Although the fallacy of competition-driven pricing is most obvious for high-priced products, the principia can be applied more generally. Many companies that were recapitalized in the 1980s learned that they could substantially increase cash flow simply by scaling back their marketshare objectives. One low-margin, industrial company increased price by 9 percent and suffered a 20 percent loss of market share-proof, some might argue, that its market was price sensitive.
On the other hand, this company retained four out of five sales. Apparently, most customers valued the product by at least 9 percent more than they had been paying! The company had been prevented from capturing that value by its market-share goal. Although some capacity was idled, the company's contribution to profit increased by more than 70 percent.
Asking the Right Questions
Strategic pricing involves recognizing that not all pricing problems involve changing price as the best solution. The reason why pricing is ineffective is frequently not that the pricers have done a poor job. It is that decisions were made about costs, customers, and competitive strategy without correctly thinking through their broader financial implications.
Since the fallacy in those decisions is frequently not revealed until the product is launched and the pricing proves unprofitable, it is the pricer's job to work back from the price to understand the problem. Is the price unprofitable because there is a better price to charge, or because the value has been ineffectively communicated? Is the market share goal too high, or is the market inadequately segmented? Is the product and service offering overbuilt (and therefore too expensive) for the value it delivers, or has the seller simply enabled customers to avoid paying for the value they get?
The pricer's job is often less to set prices than to structure a pricing process that gets everyone to think about how best to address pricing problems. Recall the tactical questions about costs, customers, and competition that we argued often lead to poor pricing decisions. Whenever they c o m e u p , i t i s t h e p r i c e r ' s j o b to r e f r a m e th e d i sc u s s i o n s to c o n si d e r o v e r a l l f i n an c i a l profitability. Table 1 lists the reactive, tactical questions commonly asked, and the questions that the pricing manager should be guiding the organization to ask instead. What price is this customer willing to pay ?
Is our price justifiable given the objective value of our product or service to the customer ? How can we better communicate that value, thus justifying the price?
How can we discount to price-sensitive customers without others finding out ?
How can we convince the customer that our pricing has integrity and was measured against value ? How can we better segment the market to justify pricing differently when the value is different?
What prices do we need to meet our sales or market-share objectives ?
What level of sales or market share can we most profitably achieve ? What marketing tools should we use to win market share most cost-effectively?
Note that a key difference between the two types of questions is the ambiguity of the answers. The tactical answers to pricing problems are clear. To increase the margin, raise the price. To make the sale, cut the price. As with most marketing decisions, the answers to strategic questions about pricing are more open-ended. Pricing is an art. It depends as much on good judgment as on precise calculation. But the fact that pricing depends on judgment is no justification for pricing decisions based on hunches or intuition. Good judgment requires that one ask the right questions and comprehend the factors that make some pricing strategies succeed and others fail.
Good judgment also requires integrating information. The danger in the tactical approach to pricing is the narrow focus of the decisions. Profitable prices cannot be driven by a cost number with little or no understanding of how customers might respond, or by a customer's demands with little or no information about how competitors might respond, or by a market-share goal with little or no understanding of the company's ability to win a price war. The value in asking strategic questions is that they force one to integrate information across functional lines.
Note that implementing answers to strategic questions on the right side of table 1 may involve marketing decisions other than changes in price levels. Profitable pricing may require changing the product, communicating the relationship between price and value, or managing competitive interactions differently to preserve value. In short, strategic pricing requires that a company's entire marketing strategy become profit-focused.
That is why pricing goals and objectives must become one of the first steps in formulating a marketing strategy, even though setting the final price may be the last part of the strategy to be executed.
The Discipline of Strategic Pricing
Pricing should play an integrative role in business strategy. Pricing is not only part of marketing, but also part of finance and competitive strategy. Done correctly, pricing is the interface between those activities-the glue that holds them together. Superior profitability is achievable only by finding and exploiting synergies between customer needs and seller capabilities -synergies that produce high value for both parties. Finding and exploiting such synergies is what we call "strategic pricing". Figure 2 illustrates the integrating role that pricing decisions play in a company that is committed to creating value cost-effectively and being rewarded with profit for doing so. Section I depicts the external factors (customer needs and competitor's capabilities and intentions) and internal constraints (corporate capabilities, product markets chosen, cost structures) that are the inputs to pricing strategy. The decisions that determine these constraints are strategic issues that drive the long-run health and success of the firm.
The focus of pricing strategy is more limited. Given the markets and the firm's capabilities to serve them, how can it serve them most profitably? The integrative role of pricing strategy is illustrate d in Section II of Figure 2 . The three arrows that cross from Se ction I are the informational inputs to pricing.
With these inputs, it is possible to formulate pricing objectives. In the parlance of business strategy, objectives are general aspirations toward which all activities will be directed. The choice of target segments and specific pricing objectives is completely intertwined, which is why it is shown as one step in figure 2 . If a company is going to set prices based on value, important strategic questions must be answered before one can set a price.
Different segments of customers will value the same product features very differently. Will the company choose to serve only customers willing to pay the most for its differentiation (high-end watches, leading-management consulting firms, BMW automobiles), or will it try to serve multiple segments at different price points (Toyota automobiles)? If the latter, will the different prices be maintained by creating different product bundles (different car models such as Toyota's Avalon, Camry, and Corolla), by relying on different channels of distribution (own stores like Gateway computer stores, own independent stores like CompUSA, or sell direct like Dell), or by making the product available at lower prices only in certain locations (neighborhood and off-brand gasoline stations) or at certain times (discount airline tickets available only three weeks in advance with a Saturday-night stay).
Distribution Price Management Communication
Performance Measurement and Feedback In an ideal world, this might not be part of a marketer's job. In the real world, marketers who do not understand costs unwittingly make bad decisions for their companies because they unknowingly work with misleading cost numbers. Chapter 4 defines customer value and its role in pricing strategy. Chapter 4 also identifies the major factors that influence buyers' price sensitivity and explains how those factors can be used to segment customers and to influence the role of price in their purchase decisions. Chapter 5 explains the process of price competition and how to manage it dispassionately and proactively to minimize the damage that it can cause. Building competitive advantages, while not part of pricing strategy per se, is covered in Chapter 12 for the reader who wants to understand the causes of a company's capabilities that are constraints on its pricing options.
Chapter 6, on pricing strategy, describes the trade-offs that lead to decisions to adopt alternative pricing objectives. Among them might be a decision to "skim" a market by maintaining a market position as the premier supplier to the high-priced segment. Another might be to "penetrate" a market to maintain a low-cost position and deter entry by higher-cost competitors. Chapter 6 also introduces the concept of the value-based price structure, which is often supported by segment-specific product-service variations that support different pricing goals for different market segments. Chapter 7 explains how pricing objectives, and the tactics to achieve them, must change over the life cycle of a product category.
This vision of pricing as central to the practice of marketing is not descriptive of how marketing is widely practiced. Traditional marketing often focuses on a single objective-customer satisfaction-to achieve a single goal: market share. This assumes that the result will be profitable, but profitability is not the criteria for judging the appropriateness of a decision. We believe that when marketing focuses on customers alone, pricing becomes reactive and shortterm. Rather than actively managing customer information and choices to maximize profitability, pricing becomes an afterthought driven by whatever customers will pay. As a result, companies are often successful when measured by market share but not when measured by the return they generate on the assets they invest.
The antidote to this problem is to replace customer-driven marketing, with its short-term focus on satisfying all customers and winning every sale, with value-based marketing. Value-based marketing focuses on creating, communicating, and capturing value. Because a company may not cost-effectively create the same value for all customers, value-based marketing requires that a firm carefully select which customers it will serve-implying that other potential customers will be left unserved and unsatisfied. It involves proactive management of customer perceptions rather than reactive adaptation to their perceived needs. It also involves making judicious decisions about when to respond in kind to price competition and when a non-price response, or no response at all, is a more prudent alternative.
Strategic pricing imposes financial discipline -an optimizing constraint -on marketing and sales decisions. It says that a firm should satisfy customers, but only up to the point where the incremental increase in value created exceeds the incremental increase in the product's cost. It dictates that a firm should satisfy customers when doing so is consistent with its competitive position and complements its core competencies. Without this discipline, top-line revenue is pursued indiscriminately, without constraints regarding which customers to serve and how to serve them. It is true that sales and customer satisfaction, achieved by giving more and asking less in return, is a recipe for financial mediocrity.
Conclusions
Progressive companies have begun doing more than just worrying about pricing. To increase profitability, many are abandoning traditional reactive pricing procedures in favor of proactive strategies. More than ever before, successful companies are building products and marketing strategies to support pricing objectives, rather than the other way around. In the past decade, traditional industry leaders in marketing and sales, such as Procter and Gamble and General Electric, made explicit corporate decisions to change their focus from growth in top-line sales to growth in profitability. In many industries, the current profit leader is a company with a very explicit pricing strategy supported by its product and promotional strategies. Southwest in airlines, Intel in semiconductors, Dell in computers, Wal-Mart in retailing, Quad in printing, Sony in consumer electronics, and the New York Times in publishing have all adopted pricing models that drive which customers they will serve and how they will serve them.
It is not surprising that pricing has taken its place as a major element in marketing strategy in the last decade. After all, marketing itself has been in the midst of a revolution. The meaning of marketing has been transformed from "selling what the company produces" to "producing what the customer wants to buy". Marketing has become the means by which firms identify unmet needs in the marketplace, develop products to satisfy those needs, promote them honestly, and follow with post purchase support to ensure customer satisfaction. As selfless as all this may sound, though, the ultimate goal of marketing is not to convert the firm into a charitable organization for the sole benefit of consumers. The ultimate goal is profits for the stockholders, jobs for the employees, and growth for the organization.
Perhaps it is reasonable that marketers have only recently begun to focus seriously on effective pricing. Only after managers have mastered the techniques of creating value do the techniques of capturing value become important. When companies were totally financially driven and internally focused, it was marketing's sole job to become an advocate for the customer's perspective. Today, however, marketers have won the power to make business decisions, not just advocate perspectives. With that responsibility, they must understand not only customer needs but also how and when to profitably satisfy those needs. The true test of a successful
